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ABSTRACT: The electron quantum tunneling effect guaran-
tees the ultrahigh spatial resolution of the scanning tunneling
microscope (STM), but there have been no other significant
applications of this effect after the invention of STM. Here we
report the implementation of electron-tunneling-based high
sensitivity transducers using a peapod B4C nanowire, where
discrete Ni6Si2B nanorods are embedded in the nanowire in a
peapod form. The deformation of the nanowire provides a
higher order scaling effect between conductivity and
deformation strain, thus allowing the potentials of position
and force sensing at the picoscale.
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It has been 29 years since Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer
won the Nobel Prize in Physics for inventing the scanning

tunneling microscope (STM) with incompatible spatial
resolution,1 but there have been no significant innovations on
this technology in recent years: a high resolution is still based
on an ultrahigh vacuum environment, alignment is still
necessary, and the vertical scanning range is limited to several
nanometers. Is it possible to further improve upon this
technology on these aspects? Can we realize the tunneling
effect inside individual nanowires to invent a nanowire
tunneling picoscope regardless of the conductivity of the
sample, the vacuum environment, and the alignment? In
addition, sub-nanometer to picometer position sensing has
been an essential base for transducers such as piconewton force
sensors, attogram mass flow sensors, and single molecule
detectors.2 However, it is a grand challenge to implant the same
principle of the STM into high resolution transducers. An early
attempt can be traced back to the first prototype of atomic
force microscopes (AFMs); an STM had been used as the
deflection detector, but it was soon replaced with the routinely
used laser-lever system due to its large measurement range and
readiness for fabrication and alignment.
Nowadays, nanomaterials are enabling the development of

highly sensitive, low power, ultrafast electromechanical trans-
ducers.2−30 A variety of nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS) are being actively explored for high performance

transducers capable of sensing ultrasmall forces,6−13,28−31

masses,2,14,15 or displacements.6,16−20 Intriguing electrome-
chanical properties have been observed in carbon nanotubes
(CNTs),2,8,9,15,20,21,24,31 Si nanowires,10,17,22,23 and ZnO nano-
wires.11,32,33 Commonly, the transducers utilize the piezor-
esistive or piezoelectric properties of these nanomaterials, that
is, under a small strain, the conductance of the material changes
with strain following a linear or quasi-linear relation-
ship.11,17,19,22,23 However, very little emphasis has been laid
on the application of tunneling effect of sensing in the
nanoscale.
In this work, we investigated the integration of alignment-

free gaps into the nanowire, which were utilized as internal
electron tunneling-based high sensitivity transducers (Figure
1a). The schematic of the proposed tunneling transducer has
two aspects intrinsically different from that in conventional
nanosystems: the sub-nanostructures rather than the overall
nanostructures are to serve as functional elements and
accordingly the coupling between them transforms from an
external behavior into an internal one. Based on internal
electron tunneling, a nanowire tunneling picoscope can be
designed for sensing pico- to nanometer position or displace-
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ment and piconewton forces. Among the nanowire-based
displacement and force sensors, the ZnO nanowire-based
nanopiezotronic devices have the advantage of fast re-
sponse,34,35 but this technique shows linear current response
to the external displacement or force change. Here, due to the
exponential change of the tunneling current according to the
dynamics of inter-nanorod separation (Figure 1b), a much
higher sensitivity than that by nanopiezotronic effect could be
realized. Other stimuli such as heat and molecule induced stress
can change the inter-nanorod separation; therefore highly
sensitive temperature and molecular sensors can be designed
with the same mechanism. Next, we will first introduce the
simulation of the proposed tunneling transducer and then
address the implementation of it.
We established a model of the buckling-induced tunneling

effect in an individual gap-embedded nanowire (Figure S1) to
quantitatively depict the mechanism of the proposed tunneling
transducer. The proposed schematic simplifies the deformation
of the nanowire as the buckling of a hinged−hinged attached
beam.36 The distance between two neighboring nanorods will
decrease according to the buckling of the nanowire as well as its
compression (Figure S1a). Here the reaction area was assumed
to be the cross-sectional area of the metal atom (Figure 1b,
inset). The translocation of electrons through the sub-
nanometer separation triggers tunneling current, which varies
exponentially with the change in distance. The buckling−
tunneling model correlates well the tunneling current with the
buckling-induced inter-nanorod separation change. Here we
apply the tunneling metal−insulator−metal (MIM) model to
the proposed nanowire system. The approximate expression of
the tunneling current density is given by37
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where m is the mass of the electron, ℏ is the Plank constant, Φ̅B
is the average barrier height between the two electrodes, V is
the voltage applied between the two electrodes, and δ is the
inter-nanorod separation induced by the buckling strain, ε,
which can be expressed as
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where l is the length of the nanowire, F(Φ, p) is the incomplete
elliptic integral of the first kind, here Φ = sin−1(sin(θ/2)/p)
and p = sin(α/2), K(p) symbolizes the variation of the terminal
angle α, x0 is half the length of the initial inter-nanorod
separation, sn[u] is the Jacobi elliptic function, and u =
K(p)(x0/l).
The tunneling simulations of the nanowire at different

geometrical/physicochemical parameters were carried out. The
simulations demonstrate that four parameters, external and
inner wire diameter, initial gap separation, nanowire length, and
the material work function will largely influence the tunneling
performance of the proposed nanostructure (Figures S2−S5),
which provides instructions for the implementation of the
proposed tunneling transducer. Based on the simulations, the
comparatively larger nanorod diameters, the smaller initial gap
separation, comparatively shorter nanowire length, and higher
conductivity of the nanorod will provide better tunneling
performances.
To implement the proposed tunneling transducer, we

synthesized a new type of B4C peapod nanowire with
alignment-free internal electron tunneling gaps. B4C is an
important ceramic material widely used in tank armors, aircraft
armors, bulletproof vests, and numerous other industrial
applications.38 One-dimensional boron carbide nanostructures
have attracted significant attention due to their exceptional

Figure 1. Model of the internal electron tunneling enabled transducer. (a) The schematic of the proposed tunneling-based force/displacement
transducer. (b) The simulation of the tunneling performance on the proposed transducer with the dynamics of initial gap separations (δ0) and
external strains.
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physical properties.39,40 We found that such peapod B4C
nanostructures have similar schematics to the proposed
transducer and exhibit a unique tunneling behavior upon
bending or buckling deformation.
A representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image

of the as-synthesized product (Figure 2a) indicates an
abundance of straight nanowires. Different from the normal
boron carbide nanowires,39−43 there are discrete nanorods
embedded in the individual nanowire (Figure 2b). Similar
hybrid peapod structures have also been observed in the
nanowires of Au-in-Ga2O3,

44 fullerenes-in-CNTs,45 and Au-in-
SiO2.

46 As indicated by the arrows in the inset of Figure 2b, the
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image reveals that
there are cavity structures between two adjacent nanorods. The
nanowire terminates at the catalyst particle (Figure 2c,d)
containing Ni (Figure 2g) and Si (Figure 2h). Respective
element distribution maps (Figure 2e−h) reveal that B and C
are rich in the stem of nanowire and the embedded nanorods
have similar components to the catalyst particle. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectrometry confirms that rhombohedral
B4C (JCPDF No. 35-0798) is the dominant phase (Figure 2i).
The peaks at 43.1° and 45.3° can be indexed as (111) and
(210) of nickel silicon boride Ni6Si2B (JCPDF No. 65-1991)
with a hexagonal structure of Fe2P-type (space group P6̅2m,
No. 189), which is an electrically conductive ternary
compound.47 The elemental mapping and XRD results jointly

suggest that both the catalyst particles and the embedded
nanorods are conductive Ni6Si2B phase. Two distinct
absorption features at 188 and 284 eV in the electron energy
loss spectrum (EELS) (see the inset in Figure 2i) correspond to
the known B k- and C k-edges, respectively, indicating that the
nanowire stem is B4C. The high resolution TEM (HRTEM)
images (Figure 2j−l) and the corresponding fast Fourier
transform (FFT) diffraction pattern (insets in Figure 2k) jointly
reveal that the B4C nanowire stem is single crystalline. Figure 2l
shows the close-up view and the corresponding FFT pattern
(the inset) of the lower part of Figure 2j, validating that the
embedded nanorods are Ni6Si2B. Since the Ni−Si−B system
has a eutectic point lower than 1000 °C,48 the Ni6Si2B
nanorods must be in a molten or quasi-liquid state during the
growth of the B4C nanowire at 1160 °C. Moreover, B4C has a
low coefficient of thermal expansion ((4−8) × 10−6 °C−1) and
a high melting point (2350 °C). Therefore, upon solidification,
the embedded Ni6Si2B nanorods shrink more than the B4C
nanowires, forming the unique cavity structures (hollow spaces
between the embedded nanorods), as observed with TEM
(Figure 2b).
The elastic modulus of B4C peapod nanostructures was

measured by a three-point-bending test (Figure S6). The 17
bending tests on the same peapod nanowire for the elastic
modulus indicated that the peapod nanowire showed a
robustness of the deformation and the nanowire structure

Figure 2. Microstructure and composition of the B4C peapod nanostructures. (a) SEM image of the as-synthesized sample. (b) TEM image of the
nanowires. Discrete nanorods with the unique cavity structures can be seen in the nanowire, as shown in the close-up view in the inset. (c) TEM
image of a single nanowire with a catalyst particle on the tip. (d) The corresponding scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) image of
panel c. (e−h) Respective element distribution maps of B, C, Ni, and Si. (i) XRD pattern of the B4C peapod nanostructures. The inset is a
representative EELS spectrum taken from the nanostructure. (j) A representative HRTEM image of the B4C peapod nanostructure. (k) The close-up
view and the corresponding FFT pattern (the inset) of panel j. The electron beam irradiation direction is along [010] of B4C. (l) The close-up view
and the corresponding FFT pattern (the inset) of panel j, showing that the embedded nanorods are Ni6Si2B.
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was stabilized before and after the bending test, which provides
the possibility of using the B4C peapod nanowire as a reliable
and robust nanowire transducer in the nanoscale.
To obtain detailed electromechanical properties, individual

B4C peapod nanostructures were buckled in situ for electro-
mechanical characterization inside a TEM (Figure 3). A STM
built in a TEM serves as a nanomanipulator (Figure 3a).49−53

The details of the experiment setup of the STM unit are in
Supporting Information. The representative buckling process
was recorded with TEM images (Figure 3b−m), which include
the bending process (Figure 3b−g) and the releasing one
(Figure 3h−m). Surprisingly, the nanowire can be bent to a
sharp angle (70°) with no apparent cracking or degradation for

a strain up to 40.5%. It is well-known that bulk B4C is brittle in
nature, but at the nanometer-scale, B4C peapod nanostructures
appear ductile. Both the nanowires and the embedded nickel
silicon boride nanorods were elastically deformed under
multiple high-load bending steps without a brittle failure or
obvious residual deformation (Figure 3b−m).
As the B4C peapod nanostructure deforms, the separation

between the encapsulated nanorods decreases. Based on the
detailed geometry analysis of a peapod nanostructure as shown
in the inset of Figure 3a, the chord length of the nanostructure
becomes L = L0 − ΔL when an external force F is applied. The
strain ε is defined as a function of length change of ΔL over the
original length L0 under the approximation of homogeneous

Figure 3. In situ buckling and electromechanical characterization of a B4C peapod nanostructure inside a TEM. (a) Experimental setup. An STM
built in a TEM holder serves as a nanomanipulator to manipulate the nanowire, and a conductive AFM cantilever was used to characterize the
nanowires and measure the force applied on the nanowire. Inset, Schematic drawing of the nanowire before and after buckling. (b−m) The buckling
process recorded by TEM images: stressing (b−g), releasing (h−m). (n) Relation between strain and the change of the inter-nanorod separation.
(o) Relation between the strain and the inter-nanorod separation. Panels b−h share the same scale bar as shown in panel g.
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strain, ε = ΔL/L0, and the inter-nanorod separation change is
expressed as s = (δ0 − δ)/δ0, where δ and δ0 are the separation
and its initial value, respectively. According to the in situ real-
time images of the buckling process (Figure 3b−m), the strain
vs inter-nanorod separation change can be depicted in Figure
3n. The relation between the strain and the inter-nanorod
separation is depicted in Figure 3o. Three intervals “I”, “II”, and
“III” are identified to represent the regimes in which the inter-
nanorod separation is larger than approximately 1 nm, between
1 and 0 nm, and 0 nm, respectively.
On a practical level, the controlled inter-nanorod separation

allows us to effectively couple the electrical property variation
with external force/strain change. More importantly, this
technique provides insights into the electronic transport
properties of the peapod nanostructures and creates
unprecedented opportunities for intersegment-based sensing.
By adjusting the stress on the two ends of the nanowire, we can
regulate the distance between the two neighboring nanorods in
different regimes (regions I, II, and III). Then the nanowire will
acquire different electronic structures, thus modulating its
transport properties. The conductivity change of the nanowire
was also recorded using a nanoampere meter during the
buckling process.
The B4C peapod nanostructure shows a piezoresistive

transport characteristic (Figure S7a) as the inter-nanorod
separation falls into region I (in Figure 3b,m, the average inter-
nanorod gap is 7.7 nm). It is generally known that the band
structure change contributes to the piezoresistive effect in
common NEMS.11,19,23,24 An important question arises: Does

the piezoresistive effect also originate from the band structure
change? To answer this question, comparative experiments
were performed on individual B4C nanowires without having
embedded nickel silicon boride nanorods. The homogeneous
B4C nanowires exhibit higher resistance than the peapod
nanostructures, and no piezoresistive effect was observed. It is
well-known that nickel silicon boride is a good electrical
conductor and B4C has a relatively high resistance, indicating
that the peapod B4C nanostructure can function as a Coulomb
blockade (CB)54,55 chain. The B4C thin walls, partnering
together with the cavity between two adjacent conductive
nanorods, act as tunneling junctions along the nanowire,
forming a unique metal−insulator−metal (MIM) structure.
Theoretical and experimental studies1,37 on the electrical
transport characteristics of nanojunction systems reveal that
the tunneling effect exclusively depends on the inter-nanorod
separation. Hence, the change in inter-nanorod separation can
alter the tunneling transport configuration, which in turn affects
the tunneling current. The piezoresistive effect dominates the
tunneling effect in a junction with large separation, for instance,
in region I, where the tunneling current remains low. The linear
increase in current during buckling as a result of piezoresistive
effect implies its potential for sensing position and strain
change (Figure S7e).
As the bending strain increases, the inter-nanorod separation

δ decreases down to a few angstroms (in region II) (Figure 4a−
j). In this region, the inter-nanorod tunneling is accordingly
enhanced and starts to dominate the conductivity until the
strain forces the separated nanorods into region III. The

Figure 4. Force/displacement sensing with inter-nanorod tunneling effect in a B4C peapod nanostructure. (a−j) The stressing process recorded with
TEM images. (k) A HRTEM image shows that the inter-nanorod separation, δ, under the external stress can be smaller than 1 nm, which is
appropriate for tunneling. (l) The relation between the current and the strain of the nanowire. The inter-nanorod current increases with the increase
of external force at different rates under an external bias voltage of 25 V. At the low-stress stage, the current increases approximately linearly to the
external force, and the strain-−urrent curve is fitted by I = 0.0741ε − 0.8626. However, starting from the point h on, the current jumps abruptly and
increases with a quasi-exponential trend to the external force. This abrupt increase and the quasi-exponential trend strongly suggest that inter-
nanorod tunneling occurred. In this case, the current−force curve in the high strain region (point h−j) fits well with an exponential curve: I = 1 ×
10−4 e0.121ε. (m) Relations between the strain and the natural logarithm value of current in the B4C nanostructures with different inter-nanorod gap
distances. All curves fit with the linear trends (as d ≈ 0 nm, I = e0.3206ε−1.8263, as 0 < d < 1 nm, I = e0.1748ε−3.2491, and as d > 1 nm, I = e0.0993ε−2.555), thus
showing the quasi-exponential relations.
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current density jt changes exponentially with the inter-nanorod
separation,37 jt ∼ e−δ. If the initial separation δ0 is in the sub-
nanometer range, the tunneling can also occur at low strain
(Figure 4k). Such an exponential increase can further amplify
the strain-induced resistance change, providing an extremely
high sensitivity to the position and force change. Here we
demonstrate the transition from piezoresistive electron trans-
port to tunneling electron transport due to the increased strain
(Figure 4l). A linear current increase is illustrated at the low-
stress stage under an external bias voltage of 25 V, and the
current−strain (I−ε) curve was fitted by the equation I =
0.0741ε − 0.8626 (Figure 4l). Along with the increase in stress,
the separation enters region II, the current jumps abruptly and
increases with a quasi-exponential trend to the external force,
and the conductivity is at least two orders of magnitude higher
than that in the low-stress stage. This abrupt increase strongly
implied the beginning of inter-nanorod tunneling (Figure 4h−
j). The I−ε curve in the high strain region is fitted by an
exponential curve: I = 1 × 10−4 e0.121ε (Figure 4l). To further
prove the reproducibility of the tunneling effect in peapod B4C
nanostructures, we have characterized the relations between the
strain and current with different inter-nanorod gap distances
(Figure 4m). All curves show the quasi-exponential trend under
an external bias voltage of 25 V. Since each inter-nanorod gap
could be regarded as an equivalent resistance along the
nanowire, the peapod nanostructure is the series connection of
such gaps. Therefore, the bias applied on the peapod nanowire
for the tunneling (e.g., V) should be associated with the
numbers of the gaps (e.g., n) embedded in the nanowire and
the minimum bias for initiating the tunneling performance (e.g.,
V/n) in a single gap. Because there are about 10 gaps connected
in series along the nanowire (Figure 4a), we reduced the bias
voltage to 2.5 V for an individual gap to simulate the tunneling
behavior. As shown in Figure S2, the maximum current density
reaches 6 × 107 A/m2 as the inner nanorod is about 20 nm.
Then the tunneling peak current could be calculated as 18.9 nA.
Moreover, the results achieved in the in situ experiment on the
nanowire with similar structure schematic to the simulated
model (Figure 4i) show that the peak tunneling current is
about 16 nA, which is consistent with the model prediction and
also indicates that the tunneling behavior that we observed in a
nanowire is in strong agreement with the proposed mechanism,
which further verifies the assumption regarding the tunneling
reaction on the cross-section of a metal atom that we made in
the previous paragraph.
The B4C peapod nanostructures were enabled with the

capability of simple, highly sensitive displacement, force, and
strain sensing from the encapsulated tunneling gap. Further-
more, due to the series arrangement of the nanorods along the
nanowire, the peapod nanowire is provided with a more robust
and stable structure than the individual gap-embedded
nanowire, which easily generates a kink other than buckling
during the bending process. Therefore, the peapod nanowire is
an ideal implementation of the proposed tunneling transducer
model and shows the potential for sensing the force and
displacement down to piconewton or picometer level. In
addition, a variety of nanostructures, such as CNTs and
graphene, can be tailored into segmented ones via shell/layer
engineering, whereas the combinations of the materials of peas
and pods are unlimited.
In summary, we have demonstrated a model of a tunneling

transducer with internal electron tunneling enabled electro-
mechanical coupling. A new type of B4C nanowire with a

unique peapod structure was developed for the implementation
of the proposed tunneling transducer. The peapod B4C
nanowires exhibited elastically recoverable deformation after
multiple high-strain bending cycles without an apparent brittle
failure or obvious residual deformation. The long-term
reliability and the effect of the possible inelastic deformation
on the performance of the sensor will be studied further in our
following work. From the measurements, we have also
determined the Young’s modulus of peapod B4C nanostruc-
tures, which is an important parameter of these unique building
blocks for practical applications. The tunneling effect from the
neighboring nanorods in the peapod nanostructure enables the
potential of simultaneous position and force sensing at the
picometer and piconewton levels. These findings open a new
ground for developing electron tunneling nano- or picoscopes,
nano- or picosensors, and smart nanocomposites, opening up
the possibility of discovering new phenomena in a wide range
of fields, such as measuring the adhesion forces of cells on
extracellular matrix substrates or shear forces in microfluidic
applications.
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